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Nearly one in five respondents suffer from an
unreliable broadband connection.

The British Chambers of Commerce (BCC), supported by Middlesex University, surveyed more than 1,600 UK
businesses in August 2016 to understand their workforce planning priorities and issues

Firms rating their broadband as 'not very reliable'
or 'not reliable at all' by area type

Firms in rural areas are at least twice
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grow. Nearly half of businesses (48%) say if the reliability of their broadband connection was

improved it would allow them to use more applications, particularly cloud services (24%), transfer of
large files (22%) and remote server access for employees (15%).
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Business communities across the UK still report that our digital infrastructure is not fit for purpose. Throughout the country,
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The immediate focus must be on providing all companies with connections that are reliable and of sufficient speed,
which
would boost business confidence and encourage firms to maximise opportunities for growth, trade and investment.
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Dr Adam Marshall

Director General, British Chambers of Commerce
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